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Abstract
This paper presents an enhanced control strategy which consists of a proportional-integral controller and a repetitive controller
(RC) for improving the voltage performance of distributed generation (DG) under nonlinear load conditions. The proposed
voltage controller is able to maintain a sinusoidal voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) of the DG regardless of the
harmonic voltage drop in the system impedance due to nonlinear load currents. In addition, by employing the delay time of the RC
at one-sixth of the fundamental period, the proposed RC can overcome the slow response drawback of the traditional PI-RC. The
proposed control strategy is analyzed and the design of the RC is presented in detail. The feasibility of the proposed control
strategy is verified through simulation and experimental results.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of traditional fossil fuels such as oil,
coal, and gas results in negative environmental ramifications
such as air and water pollution, greenhouse gas emissions,
and global climate change. In addition, the huge demand for
electricity in developing countries has made these issues even
more serious. Renewable energy sources such as wind, solar,
and fuel cells have been considered as potential candidates to
replace traditional fossil energy sources, and there has been
considerable worldwide research on renewable energy during
the last few decades. Recently, a large number of renewable
energy sources have been integrated into power distribution
systems in the form of distributed generation (DG) [1]. Most
DG systems have been developed to operate in the
grid-connected mode with various operational functions such
as power control, harmonic current mitigation, and reactive
power compensation [2]-[4]. In addition, the stand-alone
(isolated) operation should also be considered in order to
exploit the full potential of DG systems. In the stand-alone
mode, a DG should deliver a sinusoidal voltage at the point of
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Fig. 1. Configuration of a DG system connected with loads at
the PCC.

common coupling (PCC) with a constant magnitude and
frequency regardless of the load variation and type of load.
Under balanced linear load conditions, a proportionalintegral (PI) controller in the synchronous reference frame is
sufficient to produce a sinusoidal output voltage at the PCC
[5]-[7]. However, if unbalanced and/or nonlinear loads are
connected at the PCC, the PI controller is no longer able to
maintain a sinusoidal PCC voltage. Generally, nonlinear
loads draw harmonic currents into the system and cause a
distorted voltage drop in the system impedance.
Consequently, the PCC voltage of the DG becomes
non-sinusoidal as shown in Fig. 1. This non-sinusoidal
voltage condition has harmful effects on the other loads
connected at the PCC.
In order to supply a pure sinusoidal output voltage at the
PCC under a nonlinear load, the inverter must generate a
distorted voltage to compensate the harmonic voltage drop in
the system impedance. To fulfill that goal, several advanced
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control strategies have been developed [8], [9]. In [8], the
authors attempted to improve the PCC voltage performance
by using a bank of PI controller where each of the PI
controllers is used to regulate the magnitude of a single
harmonic voltage. In this control method, many PI controllers
and coordinate transformations are required to compensate all
of the harmonic voltages, which make the control strategy too
complex. Another control method for handling unbalanced
and non-linear loads has been developed for DG systems,
which combines resonant and predictive controllers [9]. By
implementing the control scheme in the stationary reference
frame, coordinate transformations are eliminated. However,
since each of the resonant controllers is capable of
compensating only one specific harmonic voltage, a large
number of resonant controllers must be used if all of the
harmonic voltages must be compensated. In addition, this
control strategy requires the measurement of the load current
and a current control loop, resulting in a complex control
scheme.
Repetitive controllers (RC) are an effective solution for
overcoming the complexity of multiple resonant controllers.
The RC, which was originally developed from the internal
model principle, is capable of achieving zero errors in
tracking periodic signals, e.g., harmonic voltages, by using
only a simple delay unit [10]. In addition, since an RC can
provide a similar behavior as that of a bank of resonant
controllers, a large number of harmonic currents/voltages can
be simultaneously compensated by using only one RC [11].
Due to this advantage, RCs have been applied to various
applications such as uninterruptable power supplies (UPS)
[10]-[13], PFC boost converters [14], [15], and active power
filters (APFs) [16]-[18]. Even though RCs have good
steady-state performance in harmonic rejection, the
traditional PI-RC has a poor dynamic response due to a long
delay time, i.e., one period of the fundamental frequency
(fundamental period). Particularly, in DG systems where the
load conditions change frequently, it is difficult to guarantee
that the PCC voltage is always sinusoidal with the traditional
PI-RC because of its poor dynamic response. In addition,
traditional PI-RC were developed to compensate all harmonic
components (odds and evens), but it is unnecessary to
compensate even harmonics since most AC systems have
only odd harmonics. In particular, in three-phase systems,
since only the (6n±1)th (n=1, 2, 3…) harmonic components
exist, an RC should be developed to compensate only those
specific components to avoid the possibility of amplifying or
re-injecting other harmonics into the PCC voltage.
In this paper, in order to overcome the drawbacks of the
traditional PI-RC, a new RC is developed for three-phase
systems. In the proposed RC, the time delay is limited to
one-sixth of the fundamental period so that the proposed RC
takes into account only the (6n±1)th (n=1, 2, 3…) harmonic
voltage drops caused by nonlinear loads on the system. As a

Fig. 2. Connection interface of a DG with various loads.

result, the PCC voltage of the DG is regulated to be a
sinusoidal waveform irrespective of the presence of nonlinear
loads. In addition, the proposed RC can overcome the slow
response of the traditional PI-RC since the time delay of the
proposed RC is reduced by six times. The proposed control
strategy is analyzed and the design of the RC is presented in
detail. The feasibility of the proposed control strategy is
verified through simulation and experimental results.

II. VOLTAGE CONTROL SCHEME
A. Effect of Nonlinear Loads on PCC Voltage
The connection interface of a DG with various types of
loads, including linear and nonlinear loads, is shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2, R f and L f are the resistance and inductance of the
line impedance, respectively. Based on Fig. 2, the PCC
voltage ( vPCC ) of a DG can be calculated as

vPCC = vi - R f iL - L f

diL
,
dt

(1)

where vi = vi1 is the output voltage of the inverter, which is
assumed to have only the fundamental component ( vi1 ),
and iL is the load current.
The nonlinear load under consideration is a three-phase
diode rectifier which draws odd harmonic currents into the
system with the (6n±1)th (n=1, 2, 3…) orders of the
fundamental frequency ( w0 ). Thus, the PCC voltage of the
DG is determined by

di ö
æ
vPCC = ç vi1 - R f iL1 - L f L1 ÷
dt ø
è
di
æ
- ç R f å iLh + L f å Lh
h = 6 n ±1 dt
è h = 6 n ±1
where iL1 and iLh

ö
÷
ø

, (2)

are the fundamental and harmonic

components of the load current, respectively.
As can be seen in (2), even though the inverter can
generate a pure sinusoidal output voltage, the PCC voltage
becomes distorted due to the harmonic voltage drop in the
line impedance. Hence, in order to achieve a pure sinusoidal
voltage at the PCC, the inverter must generate a distorted
voltage to compensate the harmonic voltage drop in the line
impedance as follows
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the repetitive controller.
Bode Diagram
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed voltage control scheme.

vi = vi1 +

å

vih ,

(3)

h = 6 n ±1

where vih is the harmonic component of the inverter output
voltage.
To accurately regulate the harmonic voltage in (3), to
produce a sinusoidal voltage at the PCC, the proposed voltage
controller which consists of a PI and a repetitive controller is
developed as shown in Fig. 3.

B. Voltage Control Scheme
The block diagram of the proposed voltage control scheme
is shown in Fig. 3. This scheme consists of a PI and a
repetitive controller and it is implemented in the synchronous
reference (d-q) frame rotating at the fundamental
frequency w0 . In the proposed control scheme, the PI
controller aims to regulate the fundamental component of the
PCC voltage, whereas the purpose of the RC is to compensate
the harmonic voltage drop in the line impedance in order to
ensure that the PCC voltage remains sinusoidal. Therefore,
the RC plays a vital role in the proposed control scheme.
Without the RC, a sinusoidal voltage at the PCC cannot be
achieved. However, the traditional PI-RC has a severe
shortcoming. It has a very slow dynamic response due to a
long time delay, which makes it difficult to maintain the PCC
voltage as sinusoidal if the load conditions are varied widely
and frequently. Therefore, in this paper, a new RC is
proposed which has a time delay of one-sixth of the
fundamental period to compensate the (6n±1)th (n=1, 2, 3…)
harmonic voltage drops caused by nonlinear loads. Since the
time delay of the proposed RC is reduced by six times
compared to the traditional PI-RC, the proposed RC can
provide a much faster dynamic response under load variations.
The design of the RC, which plays a crucial role in achieving
good PCC voltage performance, will be presented in detail in
following sections.
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Fig. 5. Bode diagram of the traditional PI-RC.

III. PROPOSED REPETITIVE CONTROLLER
A. Structure of Repetitive Controller
Fig. 4 shows the general structure of a RC in the discretetime domain. Based on Fig. 4, the transfer function of the RC
can be described as

C ( z) =

Kr z - N +k
U ( z)
,
=
E ( z ) 1 - Q( z ) z - N

(4)

where z-N is the time delay unit, zk is the phase lead term, Q(z)
is a filter transfer function, Kr is the RC gain, R(z) is the
reference value, E(z) is the tracking error, and U(z) is the
output of the RC.
In (4), N is the number of samples in one fundamental
period which is defined as the ratio of the sampling frequency
and the fundamental output frequency. As a result, the RC
has three main components that need to be determined, i.e.,
the filter Q(z), the phase lead term zk, and the RC controller
gain Kr.
Fig. 5 shows the Bode diagram of the traditional PI-RC
given in (4). In this case, the fundamental frequency is
selected to be 50 Hz. The traditional PI-RC is implemented
with a time delay of one fundamental period (Tf) which
provides a high controller gain at every (odd and even)
harmonic frequency, as shown in Fig. 5. Thanks to the
effectiveness of the traditional PI-RC in harmonic
compensation, it has been used in many applications
[10]-[18].

B. Proposed Repetitive Controller
Even though the traditional PI-RC has been widely used, it
still has several drawbacks: first, even though most AC
systems have only odd harmonic components, the traditional
PI-RC attempts to compensate every harmonic component,
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- N /6 + k

Kr z
U ( z)
.
=
E ( z ) 1 - Q( z ) z - N /6

Q( z ) = a1 z + a 0 + a1 z -1 ,

(6)

where a 0 + 2a1 = 1 and a 0 , a1 > 0 .
As shown in Fig. 6(b), when Q(z) is a LPF, the RC still
produces a high gain in the low-frequency range, whereas the
magnitude of the peaks in the high-frequency regions are
reduced in order to ensure system stability. Even though the
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From (5), the number of sampling delays is reduced by
six times compared to the traditional PI-RC given in (4).
Therefore, the dynamic response of the proposed RC can be
improved to approximately six times faster than that of the
traditional PI-RC if the same values of Kr, Q(z), and k are
used in both (4) and (5). In addition, by considering only the
6nth (n=1, 2, 3…) in the d-q frame or the (6n±1)th harmonics,
the proposed RC can avoid the possibility of amplifying or
re-injecting other harmonics. Thus, it can enhance the
steady-state performance of the PCC voltage.
In (5), the role of Q(z) is to improve the system stability
margin by reducing the peak gains of the RC in
high-frequency ranges. In the traditional PI-RC, Q(z) is
usually selected as a close-to-unity constant for ease of
implementation [10]. However, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the RC
has the same peak at all of the 6n-th harmonic frequencies
when Q(z) is a close-to-unity constant. This means that the
system can be unstable if these peaks are too high in the
high-frequency range. Hence, in order to avoid system
instability, it is usually better to reduce these peak gains, even
though reduced peak gain results in a deterioration of the
steady-state performance [10], [16].
In this paper, to improve the stability margin without
degrading the steady-state performance of the RC, a zero
phase-shift low-pass filter (LPF) with the transfer function
given in (6) is used to implement Q(z).
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including even harmonics, which is waste of control effort;
second, since the control action of the traditional PI-RC is
delayed by one fundamental period, the dynamic response is
typically too slow and is unacceptable for many applications.
In order to overcome these drawbacks, this paper proposes
a new RC that can improve both the dynamic response and
the steady-state performance of the RCs in three-phase
systems. It is well-known that three-phase nonlinear loads
produce only (6n±1)th (n=1, 2, 3…) harmonic components
and the (6n±1)th harmonics become 6nth harmonics in the
d-q frame. Therefore, to compensate the harmonics in
three-phase systems, it is sufficient to take into account only
the 6nth (n=1, 2, 3…) harmonics instead of every (odd and
even) harmonic as considered in (4). As a result, the transfer
function of the proposed RC, which considers only 6nth (n=1,
2, 3…) harmonics in the d-q frame, can be described as
follows:
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(b)
Fig. 6. Bode diagram of the RC where (a) Q(z)=0.95 (b) Q(z)
is a LPF.

LPF also reduces the peak gains in the high-frequency range,
the peak gains in the low-frequency range are still high
enough to ensure good harmonic compensation performance.
Moreover, compensating the high-order harmonics is not
important because the magnitude of the high-frequency
harmonics is normally very small and negligible. Therefore, a
zero-phase-shift LPF is a more suitable choice for Q(z) than a
close-to-unity constant since it can enhance the system
stability without having an impact on the steady-state
performance of the RC.
In order to investigate the stability conditions of the
proposed RC, the relationship between the tracking error E(z),
the reference R(z), and the disturbance D(z) is derived as (7)
according to Fig. 4.

E( z) =

[1 - Q( z ) z - N /6 ][1 - GP ( z )]
1 - z - N /6 [Q( z ) - K r z k GP ( z )]
-

R( z )

1 - Q( z ) z - N /6
1 - z - N /6 [Q( z ) - K r z k GP ( z )]

.

(7)

D( z )

Let H ( z ) = Q( z ) - K r z k GP ( z ) . The repetitive control
system is stable when the condition given in (8) is satisfied
[10].

H (e jwT ) < 1 ,

(8)
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where w Î [0, p / T ], T denotes the sampling period and

p / T is the Nyquist frequency.
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Nyquist frequency, as long as H (e jwT ) is located within the
unity circle, the repetitive control system is sufficiently stable.
This condition is taken into account when designing the RC.
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IV. DESIGN OF THE REPETITIVE CONTROLLER
The RC is designed for a DG system with the system
parameters given in Table I. As mentioned earlier, the RC has
three main components that need to be determined, i.e., the
filter Q(z), the phase lead term zk, and the RC controller gain
Kr.
Regarding the filter Q(z), as previously discussed, a zero
phase-shift LPF with the transfer function given in (6) is
suitable to implement Q(z). In (6), a 0 should be carefully
selected to achieve good performance of the RC. Fig. 7 shows
the Bode diagram of the RC with two different LPFs. As
shown in Fig. 7, a LPF with a larger value of a 0 causes a
larger cut-off frequency and a wider bandwidth, which results
in better steady-state performance of the RC because a larger
amount of harmonic components can pass through the LPF
[13]. As a result, the LPF Q(z) with the transfer function (9)
is selected.
-1

Q( z ) = ( z + 8 + z ) / 10 .

(9)

k

The phase lead term z is used to compensate both the
phase lag introduced by GP(z) and the delay caused by the
calculation time of the digital control, and k is selected to
k

minimize the phase displacement of GP ( z ) z . If the output
of the DG is considered an ideal voltage source, the plant can
be simplified as the LC filter with the transfer function as

GP ( s ) =

1
2

Lf C f s + Rf C f s +1

.

(10)
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Fig. 9. Loci of vector H (e jwT ) with different values of Kr.

Fig. 8 shows the Bode diagram of GP ( z ) z k with
different values of k. In Fig. 8, a minimum phase
displacement is achieved with k=4. In addition, if one extra
delay caused by the computation time of the digital control is
considered, k=5 is selected.
After properly designing Q(z) and z k , the RC controller
gain Kr should also be carefully selected so that the stability
condition given in (8) is satisfied. Fig. 9 shows the loci of the
vector H (e jwT ) with different values of Kr. It can be
observed in Fig. 9 that the vector H (e jwT ) is located inside
the unity circle if Kr is less than 1.2. In fact, a large Kr results
in a smaller steady-state error, but limits the stability margin
of the system. Therefore, in order to guarantee a sufficient
stability margin, Kr=0.75 is chosen.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
A simulation model of a DG system is built with PSIM to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed controller. The DG
system consists of a three-phase voltage-source-inverter, an
output LC filter, a linear load, and a nonlinear load as shown
in Fig. 3. A DC source is used for the sake of simplicity
because this study focuses on the output voltage quality of the
DG. The detailed system parameters are given in Table I.
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(a)
(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Steady-state performance of the PCC voltage and current
with (a) PI controller, (b) Proposed PI-RC
TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameters

Values

Reference output voltage
Output frequency
DC-link voltage
Sampling/Switching frequency
Rated output power
Number of sampling delay for the
proposed RC
Number of sampling delay for the
traditional PI-RC
LC filter inductance
LC filter capacitance
Damping resistor of LC filter
Three-phase linear load ZL

110 V (RMS)
50 Hz
350 V
9 kHz
5kW

Load of diode rectifier ZNL

30
180
4 mH
27 μF
0.5 Ω
80 Ω
R=30 Ω
C=2200 μF

Fig. 10 shows the steady state performance of the PCC
voltage and current with the PI and the proposed controller.
In Fig. 10(a), it is clear that the PI controller is unable to
maintain a sinusoidal output voltage at the PCC without an
additional harmonic compensator. The harmonic currents due
to the nonlinear load lead to a harmonic voltage drop caused

(b)
Fig. 11. Dynamic response of the PCC voltage and current
when a nonlinear load is connected with (a) PI controller (b)
proposed PI-RC.

by the line impedance and result in voltage distortions at the
PCC. The THD value of the PCC voltage without harmonic
compensation is quite high at about 7.8%. In contrast, in Fig.
10(b), thanks to the effectiveness of the proposed control
scheme, the DG can supply a sinusoidal output voltage at the
PCC regardless of the nonlinear load. The PCC voltage is
regulated to be sinusoidal with an ultra-low THD of about
0.82%. The proposed control scheme provides very good
harmonic compensation performance.
Along with good steady-state performance, the fast dynamic
response under load variations is also a crucial factor of the DG.
Fig. 11 shows the dynamic response of the PCC voltage when
a nonlinear load is connected with the PI controller and the
proposed PI-RC. In Fig. 11(a), the PI controller cannot
maintain a sinusoidal PCC voltage when a nonlinear load is
applied. In contrast, in Fig. 11(b), the voltage at the PCC is
maintained to be sinusoidal thanks to the proposed PI-RC
controller. As a result, it can be said that the proposed
controller is superior compared with the PI controller.
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error becomes almost zero and the PCC voltage can be restored
to a sinusoidal waveform within a short duration of about 20ms
(one fundamental cycle). From the simulated results, it can be
said that the proposed controller provides excellent steady-state
performance as well as a very fast dynamic response.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
An overview of the experimental system is shown in Fig.
13. All of the parameters in the experimental system are the
same as the ones for the simulation model given in Table I.
The control strategy is carried out through a floating-point
DSP (TMS320F28335 by Texas Instruments). The control
and switching frequency are also set at 9 kHz.
(a)

(b)
Fig. 12. Dynamic response of the PCC voltage and current with (a)
traditional PI-RC, (b) proposed PI-RC.

Fig. 13. Experimental setup for the DG.
The dynamic response of the DG with the traditional PI-RC
[10] and the proposed PI-RC under load variations is shown in
Fig. 12 when the load is changed. In Fig. 12(a), the DG needs
more than 100ms (five fundamental cycles) to regain a
sinusoidal PCC voltage with the traditional PI-RC. Since the
traditional PI-RC has a delay time of one fundamental cycle, it
usually needs several fundamental cycles to reach the
steady-state condition after load changes. Meanwhile, the
proposed PI-RC shows a much faster dynamic response in Fig.
12(b) when compared to the traditional PI-RC. The tracking

A. Steady-state Performance of the PCC Voltage under
Nonlinear Load Conditions
Fig. 14(a) shows the performance of the PCC voltage with
the PI controller when a nonlinear load is connected to the
system. As shown in Fig. 14(a), due to the presence of the
nonlinear load, the PCC voltage cannot be sinusoidal. The total
harmonic distortion (THD) of the PCC voltage under this
condition is 8.1%. It is obvious that the PI controller is not
sufficient for improving the PCC voltage performance when
nonlinear loads are used in the system.
In contrast, by using the proposed PI-RC, the PCC voltage is
regulated to be sinusoidal regardless of the existence of the
nonlinear load, as shown in Fig. 14(b). The THD value of the
PCC voltage is very small at about 0.88%. The experimental
results coincide with those of simulation shown in Fig. 10.
B. Dynamic Responses of the PCC Voltage when the
Nonlinear Load Connects to the System
The dynamic responses of the PCC voltage when the
nonlinear load is connected to the system are shown in Fig.
15. Fig. 15(a) and (b) show the responses with the PI
controller and the proposed PI-Repetitive controller,
respectively. It can be seen in Fig. 15(a) that, with the PI
controller, the PCC voltage is sinusoidal when the load is
linear. However, when a nonlinear load is connected to the
system, the performance of the PCC voltage deteriorates and
the PCC voltage is no longer sinusoidal. These results reveal
that the conventional PI controller is effective only when the
load is linear. In other cases, the PI controller fails to
maintain a sinusoidal PCC voltage.
In contrast, as shown in Fig. 15(b), with the proposed
controller, the PCC voltage is regulated to be sinusoidal
regardless of whether the load is linear or nonlinear. When
the nonlinear load is connected, the controller needs a very
short settling time of about 25 ms in order to recover a
sinusoidal PCC voltage. The PCC voltage performance is
almost unchanged even though the nonlinear load is
connected.
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(a)
(a)

(b)
Fig. 14 Steady-state performance of the PCC voltage and
current with (a) PI controller (b) Proposed PI-RC.

C. Dynamic Responses of the PCC Voltage during Load
Changes
In order to compare the dynamic performance of the
traditional PI-RC [10] with that of the proposed PI-RC, the
dynamic responses of the PCC voltage when the load power
is changed are illustrated in Fig. 16. Fig. 16(a) and (b) show
the responses with the traditional PI-RC and the proposed RC,
respectively. From Fig. 16(a), it can be observed that the
traditional PI-RC has a slow dynamic response under load
changes. When the load is increased, the controller needs
about 80ms to regain a sinusoidal PCC voltage.
Meanwhile, the proposed PI-RC provides a much faster
dynamic response. As shown in Fig. 16(b), it takes only about
20 ms (one fundamental cycle) to recover the PCC voltage to
be sinusoidal when the load is changed. The experimental
results coincide with those of the simulation shown in Fig. 12.
The proposed PI-RC provides a much faster dynamic
response than the traditional PI-RC.
The performance of the PCC voltage is summarized in
Table II where the PI-RC in [10] is adopted as a
representative of the traditional PI-RC. In Table II, because
the DG with the PI controller has no harmonic compensator,

(b)
Fig. 15 Dynamic response of the PCC voltage and current when
a nonlinear load is connected with (a) PI controller (b) proposed
PI-RC.

it shows a very high THD value. Meanwhile, the DG with the
traditional PI-RC in [10] or the proposed PI-RC has an
ultra-low THD when compared to that observed with the PI
controller. However, when compared to the traditional PI-RC,
the proposed PI-RC achieves a slightly smaller THD as well
as a much faster dynamic response. As a result, the proposed
controller provides an excellent steady-state performance and
a very fast dynamic response.
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF PI CONTROLLER, TRADITIONAL
PI-RC, AND PROPOSED PI-RC
PI
controller

Traditional
PI-RC [10]

Proposed
PI-RC

THD
of

Simulation

7.8%

1.21%

0.82%

vPCC

Experiment

8.1%

1.34%

0.88%

~120ms

~20ms

Dynamic
response
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